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PRESS RELEASE 
23 August 2017 
 

DO 182 PARTNERING  FAIR TRADE PRACTICES  AND ENSURING FAIR WORKING CONDITIONS 
 

ANG NARS firmly recognizes the vital role of nurses and health workers in bridging the gap between 

HEALTH PROMOTION and HEALTH EQUITY  through sustainable and responsive HEALTH HUMAN 

RESOURCE, thus, the battle cry “TAMANG TRABAHO, TAMANG SUWELDO,TAMANG SOLUSYON PARA 

SA KALUSUGAN NG BAYAN” was born.  

Social determinants of health sucg  inappropriate governance within the health system, antiquated 

health information system, ineffective health regulation of health goods and services, devolved health 

service delivery system, fragmented health work force and inadequate health care financing drowns 

nurses and health workers under the pit of labor exploitation and economic oppression.  

Cooked implementation of labor laws and non-compliance of capitalists to the general labor standards 

slowly kills  the hope iof a better future for their families, their motivation, initiative, 

creativeness, initiative, and loyalty to the sworn responsibility.  They wamt to serve better, but how 

can they take care of others,  if the government does not take care of them.  

With the health agenda under our President Duterte, achievement of the Sustainable Development 

Goals is a serious job for this administration for the  transformation of  healthy lives.  

The passage of  the  DEPARTMENT ORDER NO.182, series of 2017  indeed serves as an added step to 

our journey against exploitation, prohibiting  false volunteerism and false trainings, ojt’s, and 

contractualization, and calls for the implementation of rights of nurses and health workers.  

That is why ANG NARS went to DOLE in August 2016 to ask  to solve these problems in the private 

institutions.  One year after, on  September 21,2017, the DEPARTMENT ORDER NO.182, series of 2017  

“GUIDELINES GOVERNING THE EMPLOYMENT AND WORKING CONDITIONS OF HEALTH PERSONNEL IN 

THE PRIVATE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY was signed by Sec. Silvestre Bello III. 

PRINCIPLE OVER MONEY! The delivery of quality health care services flows through the hands of ou 

health workers. Thus, lack of adequate health human resource in health institutions will render health 

care services almost impossible. 
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PARADIGM SHIFT IN HEALTH WORKERS! Solutions must always be an effort coming from all concerned. 

We may ask why exploitation proliferates for almost three decades now.  One of the reasons is, nurses 

and health workers themselves allowed it. Another, nurses and health workers themselves are the 

exploiters. 

GET OUT OF THE BOXES OF FEAR! BE ASSSERTIVE! SPEAK UP!  

PARADIGM SHIFT IN EMPLOYERS! Prtnering capitalists towards attainment of  sustainable employment 

development is a MUST!  Once capitalists adhere to the general labor standards—sustainable human 

development may be attainable!  

PEOPLE BEFORE PROFIT! Labor rights is a basic human rights guaranteed by our democratic state.  

While nurses and health workers are indispensable  in the nature of the business of health 

institutions,creation of plantilla positions and opening of existing  and funded plantilla positions are 

not done to curb the need for adquate health human resource and to follow the ideal nurse to patient 

ratio. Precarious working conditions facing the nurses and health workers can be addressed through 

proper regulation and implementation of the law.  

HUMAN RIGHTS BEFORE PROPERTY RIGHTS! The root cause of excessive inequality in the HEALTH 

HUMAN RESOURCE creates a gap between service delivery and income cashflow. Overworked and 

unpaid nurses and  health workers cannot be expected to render quality care. The rising incidence of 

precarious and informal employment has played a role in the trend of increased income inequality 

including weak labor market institutions – playing a redistributive role. But lack of political will to 

implement existing policies and labor standards prove the lack of social protection to both our nurses, 

health workers and patients.  

The wisdom of labor policies such as DO 182 must be well understood by both parties for proper 

implementation to solve the existing issues on program implementation, evaluation and assessment in 

relation to existing labor policies. 

The right of nurses and health workers to decent work and decent pay must once and for “actually” 

given to them. In the same manner, laws and policies pertaining to labor must always adhere in their 

favor.  

ANG NARS will relentlessly pursue advocacies in decent employment, social protection and health 

promotion through collaboration with governmental insittutions and partenrship with non-

governmental organizations toward responsible and responsive achievement of sustainable health for 

all.  

  


